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Abstract—This paper proposes an integrated method for ex-
tracting the time information of events from Japanese news
archives. We first utilize a new pattern-based method named
TRE/ERT combined with a neural-based model to extract all
temporal expressions possibly related with an event. Then, we
apply a simple but efficient clustering and narrowing process to
summarize these temporal expressions into a small time frame
for events lasting shorter than a day, or time frames for the
beginning and the end days of the events for events spanning
multiple days. We conducted two experiments where the results
show that when working with one-day events, our system has
a precision high up to 57% and the rate that the actual date
of the event falls in our extracted time frame reaches 100%
as long as the event name is found in the archive. The results
also show that our system works with multiple-day events, but
needs further improvements to get better results.

1. Introduction

Recent years, the volume of digital archives has grown
sharply thanks to the fast development of storing and digitiz-
ing technology. Hence, archivists are seeking for new com-
putational archival theories and methods for processing, an-
alyzing and preserving these large-scale digital archives [1].
One of the most important archival technologies is com-
putational finding aids, which aims at using computational
methods for processing and extracting information from
digital records [1]. A practical example of computational
finding aids is the event time extraction, i.e, to use com-
putational methods for automatically extract and collect
the time information of events from large text source like
daily newspapers archives. Such a task has attracted great
attention due to the high value of the time information of
events. For example, the time information of a series of
events help us understand the temporal relationship between
these events, and are thus useful for constructing event
knowledge bases. An example of such knowledge bases
have been constructed in the Semantic of History project, a

project that aims at creating a Dutch historical archive [2],
with techniques for event time extraction. Furthermore, in
[3] more complicated applications like sorting the events
and the contradictory temporal expression detection have
also been presented. While many efforts have been de-
voted to achieve an automated event time extraction, till
now, very few practically applicable methods have been
worked out due to the complexity of natural languages. More
specifically, in most natural languages, there is no fixed
format for a statement specifying the time information of
an event. In Japanese, for example, even in highly standard-
ized text sources like news reports, we still have various
kinds of expressions for describing the time information
of an event. For example, phrases implying that event YY
happens at the time XX include “XXのYY”, “XXに起き
たYY”, “XXに発生したYY” and many more. To deal with
such a challenging problem, this research aims to develop
a method for computational aiding the extraction of the
time information of events from archives of Japanese news
reports. Our method accepts event names in Japanese as
input and uses computational methods to locate and extract
time information of these user-specified events. As a report
of current status, in this research, the events are limited to
the accidents and natural disasters in Japan.

Our method makes full use of a neural-based model, a
new pattern-based model named TRE/ERT1 and a clustering
model to extract the time information of an accident or a
natural disaster. The basic flow of our method is presented
in Figure 1. From an event name given as an input (top-
left in the figure), first, all temporal expressions possibly
related to the event, called candidate event times are ex-
tracted (the rectangular in the center) from the archive of
Mainichi Shinbun newspaper. The TRE/ERT model com-
bined with a neural-based temporal expression extraction
model implements the extraction fast. Then, a clustering
and narrowing method derived from the DBSCAN algorithm

1. T is for Temporal Expression, R for Relational Phrase and E for Event
Keyword
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[4] (the rectangular in the right) efficiently analyzes and
syntheses these related temporal expressions into a small
time period for a one-day event (up-right) representing our
extracted time frame of the event. For multiple-day events
(down-right), we synthesize the expressions into two time
periods representing the time frames for the beginning and
the end of the event. Whether an event should be one-day
or multiple-day is determined from its input event name.
Compared to pure neural-based methods, our model requires
fewer pre-processing like annotation and training, but can
still achieve very high accuracy for most one-day events. For
multiple-day events, our method works, but requires further
improvements in order to get better results.

To give a better introduction to our work, the following
part of this paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this
section, we give a more detailed definition of the problem
before starting a precise discussion. In the next section, we
explain previous work related to our method. In Section
3 we describe the full procedure for our system, from the
raw data processing to the final extracted time frames. In
Section 4, we show some preliminary experimental results
and analyze the performance of our current model. In the
last section, we give our conclusions.

In the latter part of the paper, all dates are denoted in the
day-month-year order where years always have four digits
and days/months may have one or two digits without leading
zeros. For example, “5th July”, “July 2022” and “5th July
2022” are denoted with “5/7”, “7/2022”, and “5/7/2022”
separately.

Our definition of the task. We give our general definition
of an event time extraction as follows.

Given a text source and an event, we are to extract
all statements describing the time information of
the event from the text, analyze them, and syn-
thesize them into an estimated time frame for the
event.

It would be clear that it is hard to design such a general
method that works for all types of events and can extract
time information exacted to any granularity level2. Hence,
we are to introduce the more specific problem setting of our
current research as well as the previous work in terms of the
type of events that we work with and the granularity level
of the time information we extract.

The definition of events. The most general definition of
an event should represent anything that happens at some
specific time and place in [5]. However, as is in our work,
previous methods for event time extraction focus on some
specific types of events. For example, in [3], [6], an event is
defined as an action related to an interested entity. Historical
events, which other previous work like [2] studies, are major
ones that often have a well-known name and great social
impact. In this research, we choose to study the latter type of

2. The granularity level of a temporal expression means how detailed it
describes a time point. For example, the granularity level of “1/9/2022” is
a day and that of “5:00 1/9/2022” is a minute.

events, in particular, accidents and natural disasters in Japan
described in Japanese news articles. We choose such type of
events because they are useful for automatically constructing
or perfecting an accident and disaster chronology archive.
Also, there have been a large number of fake news articles
about such types of events and our method may be helpful
for checking contradictory time information presented in the
news articles and provide important clues for recognizing
fake news.

The granularity level of the time frames. We have roughly
examined a sample section of the Mainichi Shinbun news
archive and have found that the granularity levels of most
temporal expressions are no more detailed than the day level.
Moreover, in most previous work, the granularity level of
extraction and estimation are all set to the day level. Hence,
in this research, we also set the granularity level of our
estimated time frames to the day level.

The continuity of the time frames. In most previous work,
the estimated time frames for the events are contiguous. In
this research, however, we do not add such a restriction,
meaning that we may give multiple disjoint time intervals
as our estimated time frame for an event. This is due to that
some events like “西日本豪雨” (en: West Japan Floods)
may happen multiple times in history, and a well-performed
event time extraction system should retrieve them all.

One-day events and multiple-day events. Although almost
all accidents and natural disasters in Japan span shorter than
a day, a specific category of these events, i.e., heavy rains
and floods can actually last longer than a day. In this case,
one single time interval is not enough for describing the time
frame of the event [5]. Hence, we apply a method introduced
in [7] that uses two different time intervals representing the
time frames for the beginning day and the end day of the
event, separately. Similar methods have also been applied in
previous work [6], [8].

2. Related Work

Studies on extracting event times from text sources
started over 20 years ago. Most early work only proposes
guidelines data annotations, which are not enough for build-
ing an automated system. For example, in [6], the authors
proposed rules for annotations of events, temporal expres-
sions and their relationships in a text called TLINK. These
TLINKs represent the temporal order of events and/or an
absolute time in the text and can be used for estimating event
times or event-event temporal relations. These annotations
techniques are finally applied in [9] together with a classifier
in order to achieve fully automated event time and event-
event temporal relation extraction.

The major disadvantage of such a TLINK-based method
is that a large number of human annotations are needed,
especially when processing long documents. Although orig-
inally in [6], the authors propose guidelines for reducing
unnecessary annotations, eventually they are not applied



Figure 1. The basic flow of our integrated system

in the the automated classifier in [9]. To deal with this
problem, another method is proposed in [8]. Instead of
annotating all TLINKs between all events and temporal
expressions, this method only considers TLINKs between
events and temporal expressions representing absolute times.
The method greatly improves the efficiency, and thus can
take more context into consideration and then improve the
extraction accuracy.

It is clear that all these methods above require a large
scale of annotations and training. In this research, however,
our TRE/ERT model only requires a pre-trained temporal
expression extraction model, of which the training cost is
a lot smaller. Hence, our system can extract more time
information from more than one document, which may
improve the reliability of the whole system.

3. The Proposed Integrated System

In this section we are to introduce the detailed flow
of our integrated system. As is previously mentioned, the
core part of our system utilizes a new pattern-based model
called TRE/ERT. Hence, first in Section 3.1 we are to give
a detailed instruction on TRE/ERT model. Then in Section
3.2, we are to introduce the pre-processing steps required
for our system to work, and in section 3.3 and 3.4, we
are to introduce the two steps of our integrated system
– the candidate event time extraction and clustering and
narrowing.

3.1. The TRE/ERT Model

The TRE/ERT model is specially designed for the task
of retrieving candidate event times, i.e., temporal expres-
sions that are considered possibly related to an accident or
natural disaster, from Japanese news archives. The model is
designed with the assumption that if a temporal expression
is related to an event, then the event name (or a keyword
referring to the event) must be mentioned in its context,

because for news articles, concision and compactness are
required. This assumption deduces the major difference
between TRE/ERT and the previous models like TLINK. We
are confident to make such an assumption because readers
of news articles may be confused if the time information
of an event is too far from the event name, and thus we
expect such situations will seldom appear. Moreover, in
case the time information is far from the event name, the
context of the temporal expression as well as the event name
could be far more varied and complicated and thus hard to
be represented and retrieved with a single model. Hence,
instead of considering all these minor cases, we choose to
design a model that focuses on the most common patterns
of expressions in order to save time and training costs.

The T, R, and E in our TRE/ERT model are short
for Temporal Expressions, Relational Phrases and Event
Keywords respectively. As its name TRE/ERT suggests, the
model seeks for two types of patterns in the text where
some featured relational phrase appears between a temporal
expression and an event keyword. The first type is TRE, that
is, the temporal expression goes first, followed by a featured
relational phrase, and then succeeded by an event keyword.
The second type is ERT, where the event keyword goes first,
the featured relational phrase goes next, and the temporal
expression goes last. Note that the ordering of T, R and E is
based on Japanese grammar, and thus is different from that
in English. See Figure 2 for samples of the TRE and ERT
pattern. We derive this model because we have found that
some featured phrases in the Japanese language like “XXに
発生したYY” (literally the YY which happened at XX) are
almost only used for describing the time information of an
event. Moreover, these phrases are also preferred in news
articles for their concision and precision, so when we see
them in the news articles, we should have high confidence
that the temporal expression and the event keyword on the
two ends of the phrases are related.

Since TRE/ERT is an exact pattern-matching model, we
have to give a very clear definition of each part of the pat-



Figure 2. An example of the TRE pattern and the ERT pattern

tern, i.e., the Temporal Expressions, Relational Phrases and
Event Keywords in order to increase the matching accuracy
to the greatest extent. Their detailed definitions are listed
below.

• Temporal Expressions mean expressions referring
to a specific time like “９月” (en: September), “９
月１日” (en: 1st September) or a time that can be
specified with the publish date of the article like “昨
日” (en: yesterday) or “先月” (en: last month).

• Relational Phrases are two fixed sets of phrases
that imply the event expressions and the temporal
expressions on the two ends of the phrases are
related. Here we have two fixed sets because the
TRE pattern and ERT pattern have different sets
of relational phrases. In the next section, we are
to introduce how to determine these two sets of
relational phrases.

• Event Keywords mean the keywords of events. For
example, the event keyword for “首里城火災” (en:
the Shuri Castle fire) could be “火災” (en: fire
accident) and its synonyms like “火事” (en: fire),
more precise words like “失火” (en: accidental fire)
and “放火” (en: arson). The remaining part “首里
城” (en: Shuri Castle) is considered as the identifier.
Details will be introduced later in this section.

Specially note that here the E in the TRE/ERT model
refers to the event keyword instead of the full event name.
This is because in Japanese news articles, it is more common
to refer to some special categories of events with short
keywords instead of their full names. For example, to state
that the Shuri Castle Fire happened on 31/10, news articles
may simply use expressions like “10月31日の火災” (en:
the fire on 31st October) instead of “10月31日の首里城火
災” (en: Shuri Castle Fire on 31st October). Certainly, since
such expressions may be ambiguous, usually an identifier
indicating that the keyword is related to a specific event
can be found in the context of the keyword. For example,
usually the term “首里城” (en: Shuri Castle) should appear
in the context of the previous expression to inform readers
that the fire on 31/10 is the Shuri Castle Fire. This provides
us with the idea to break the event name into two parts – the

event keyword and the identifier. A temporal expression Tx
is considered to be related to an event A only if the following
two conditions are both satisfied. First, Tx with the keyword
of event A should match a TRE or ERT pattern. Second, the
identifier of event A appears in the context. To determine the
keyword and identifier of the event may be very hard, for
that different events may have completely different naming
rules. Hence, in this research we apply the following strategy
as a phased approach. We manually analyze some sections
of the archive and summarize the features of these events
into three categories – Fire, Flood and Eruption. For each
category, we collect a group of synonyms as keywords as
is shown in Table 1. If an event has a suffix matching
one of these keywords, then the identifier of the event is
considered to be the remaining part of the event name with
the matched suffix stripped, and the keyword of the event
is determined to be the whole corresponding group – that
is, other keywords from the same group are also considered
as the keywords of the event. For events not matching any
keywords in the table, the keyword is considered to be the
full event name, and the identifier is set to an empty string.
As is previously mentioned, the category of events here also
determines whether the event should be one-day or multiple-
day. That is, events that fall in the Flood category are
considered multiple-day, and other events are all considered
one-day.

TABLE 1. EVENT KEYWORD USED IN THIS RESEARCH

Category Keywords
(

ja
en

)
Fire 火災,

fire accident,
火事,

fire,
失火,

accidental fire,
放火
arson

Flood 大雨,
heavy rain,

豪雨,
pouring rain,

水害,
flood

Eruption 噴火,
eruption,

水蒸気噴火
phreatic eruption

3.2. Pre-processing

Our system requires two pre-processing steps to work
– the processing of the raw archive, and relational phrase
extraction.

Raw Archive Processing. In this research, we use the
Mainichi Shinbun news archive provided by Nichigai Asso-
ciates3. The news articles are archived by year, and we use
the articles from 2005 to 2020. The raw archive consists of
various kinds of information, while in this research, we only
extract the articles together with their publish dates. After
extraction, we conduct word segmentation to each article
with the tool Kytea4 [10], and use a BiLSTM-CRF-based
model proposed in [11] to extract all interested temporal
expressions from the text. Here an interested temporal ex-
pression means that represents an absolute time or a time
that can be specified with the publish date of the article.

3. Company homepage: https://www.nichigai.co.jp/
4. A tool for Japanese text processing. The project homepage:

http://www.phontron.com/kytea/index-ja.html



Relational Phrase Extraction. As is mentioned above, our
TRE/ERT model requires two fixed sets of relational phrases
to work properly. Hence, here we are to determine these
fixed sets with the following steps. First, we manually pick
out some events from the Wikipedia page “日本の事故一
覧” (en: List of Accidents in Japan) as well as some famous
natural disasters of which the event time is already known.
A section of the list is shown in Figure 3. Then, we convert
the events into the identifier-keyword form as is introduced
above and match the keywords in the articles. If a keyword
is matched in an article, suppose the matched keyword is the
k-th word of the article and the article has p words in total,
the phrase between the matched keyword and the temporal
expression is considered as a candidate for the relational
phrase if the following two conditions are both satisfied.

Figure 3. The screenshot of the Wikipedia page “日本の事故一覧” (en:
List of Accidents in Japan). Each line contains the date and the name of
an event which can be retrieved conveniently

• There exists a identifier phrase from the max{1, k−
35}-th word to the min{k + 35, p}-th word of the
article.

• There exists a temporal expression from the
max{1, k − 35}-th word to the min{k + 35, p}-th
word of the article which matches the event time of
the event.

We explain the detailed procedure for extracting these rela-
tional phrases with Figure 4. In the figure, after collecting
candidates for relational phrases, we pick out the most
frequent relational phrases and list them with their literal
translations and explanations in Table 2 and Table 3. Note
that while some phrases may have other usages, in the tables
we only list their translations when they are used in TRE or
ERT patterns. These frequent relational phrases have cov-
ered up to 80% of all TRE/ERT matches and thus we expect
they are able to help recognize and extract all candidate
event times. Experimental results will be presented later to
show that our expectations are correct.

3.3. Candidate Event Time Extraction

With the processed news articles and collected relational
phrases, we can extract all candidate event times with the
following procedure. First, we convert the input event name
into the identifier-keyword form. Then, we match these
keywords in the articles, and a temporal expression T is

regarded as a candidate event time if the following three
conditions are satisfied.

• There exists an identifier phrase from the
max{1, k − 35}-th word to the min{k + 35, p}-th
word of the article.

• The matched keyword is directly preceded or suc-
ceeded with a relational phrase.

• There exists a temporal expression T directly on the
other end of the relational phrase.

All these temporal expressions that are thought possibly
related to the event are collected into the candidate event
times. Note that some candidate event times may be men-
tioned multiple times in the text archive. Hence, here we also
keep record of the number of mentions, i.e., the frequencies
of each candidate event time.

3.4. Clustering and Narrowing

Certainly, not all candidate event times describe the
correct time information of the event. Hence, we apply
the following procedure to remove noises and narrow the
time frame of the event. Moreover, as is mentioned above,
we may have candidate event times in different granularity
levels and we need to unify them into day-level time frames
as our final estimation.

Clustering and Narrowing by Granularity Level. We
process candidate event times in different granularity levels
separately but with the exactly same procedure. Hence, here
we give instructions on processing the day-level candidate
event times for example.

First, we mark the frequency of all day-level candidate
event time, i.e., candidate event dates onto a timeline. Then,
we process all candidate event dates by time order. If the
time interval between two candidate dates is no larger than a
pre-determined parameter d, we regard these two candidate
dates are reachable from each other. We make clusters
each of which consists of reachable candidates, with a
well-known clustering algorithm for unsupervised machine
learning called DBSCAN.

After clustering, the union of the time intervals repre-
sented by the clusters can give a preliminary time frame
of the event, while we still need to narrow it since some
clusters may contain unrelated time information. We narrow
the preliminary time frame by checking the density of each
cluster, i.e., the sum of the frequencies of all candidate dates
in the cluster. If the density of a cluster exceeds a pre-
determined parameter ρ, we regard it as reliable and keep
it, otherwise, we remove it. After removing these unreliable
clusters, we can get our final estimated time frame at this
certain granularity level by taking the union of the time
intervals represented by all remaining clusters.

To give a better instruction, we show an example for the
clustering and narrowing process in Figure 6. In the figure,
the frequency of each candidate event date is marked above
and suppose we set the parameters ρ = 4, d = 1. From the
figure, we can find four contiguous time intervals in which



Figure 4. The procedure for relational phrase extraction and candidate event time extraction using these extracted relational phrases

TABLE 2. FREQUENT TRE-TYPE RELATIONAL PHRASES

Relational Phrase in Japanese Description in English
の A case particle which may indicate a modifier. Literally “The (time) (event)”.

に発生した Literally “the (event) that happened at (time)”.
には A case particle which may indicate a time point. Literally “At (time), (event) ...”.
に起きた Literally “the (event) that occurred at (time)”.
に A case particle which may indicate a time point. Literally “At (time), (event) ...”.

[full-width space] A delimiter which is often used in chronology tables, separating the time point from the event name.

TABLE 3. FREQUENT ERT-TYPE RELATIONAL PHRASES

Relational Phrase in Japanese Description in English
が起きた Literally “at (time) when (event) occurred”.
が発生した Literally “at (time) when (event) happened”.
があった Literally “At (time), the time when (event) happened, ...”.
（ A left round bracket which may indicate supplementary descriptions, just as used in English.
は A topic marker. Literally “(Event) is happened at (time)”.

の発生した Literally “at (time) when (event) happened”.
が A particle that indicates the subject of a sentence. Literally “(Event) is happened at (time)”.
発生の Literally “at (time) when (event) happened”.

every day is a candidate event date, but the first and second
intervals are clustered together for that their distance is 1
and below the reachable threshold. Then, the cluster corre-
sponding to the time interval “10/8/2022 to 11/8/2022” is
discarded in the narrowing step for that its density is below
the threshold d. Finally, we get our estimated time frames
“1/8/2022 to 7/8/2022” and “16/8/2022 to 18/8/2022” for
this example.

Combining Candidate Time Frames. Intuitively for one-
day events, if we say for example, an event happens in
September to October, we mean that it happens some day

between 1/9 to 31/10. Hence, we may simply convert the
granularity level of all candidate time frames to the day
level by extending months and years into their correspond-
ing range of dates, and take the union of all overlapped
candidate time frames. For example, if we have two candi-
date time frames “29/6/2022 to 2/7/2022” and “7/2022 to
8/2022”, we should convert the latter one to “1/7/2022 to
31/8/2022”, and union them into “29/6/2022 to 31/8/2022”.
For multiple-day events, if we take the same measures as
above, we will be unable to differentiate the beginning and
the end of the event. Hence, we make another assumption



Figure 5. The procedure for retrieving candidate event times with our TRE/ERT model. All unmatched temporal expressions are discarded with all matched
ones regarded as candidate event times. The possible unrelated candidate event times will be discarded in the next clustering and narrowing step.

Figure 6. The histogram of the density of an event and the application of clustering and narrowing the candidate event times into candidate time frames.

that the event is observed during EVERY time granule of
the candidate time frame, and is not observed OUTSIDE
the candidate time frames. With such assumption, the time
frames of the beginning and end date of the events are
estimated with the following rules.

• A day-level time frame from day X to day Y means
that the event starts no later than X and ends no
earlier than Y.

• A month-level or year-level time frame from
month/year X to month/year Y implies the event
starts no later than the last day of month/year X
and ends no earlier than the first day of month/year

Y.
• The final estimated time frames are stripped so that

they do not contain intervals outside the candidate
time frames.

For example, if we have two candidate time frames
“29/6/2022 to 2/7/2022” and “7/2022 to 8/2022”, we should
convert the latter one to “no later than 31/7/2022” (for the
beginning day) and “no earlier than 1/8/2022” (for the end
day), and synthesize them “29/6/2022” (for the beginning
day) and “1/8/2022 to 31/8/2022” (for the end day) as our
final estimated time frames.



4. Experiments

We have conducted two experiments to test our inte-
grated system. The first experiment tests the performance of
our system for extracting the time information of one-day
events, and the second experiment tests the performance of
our system when working with multiple-day events.

4.1. The Experiment On One-day Events

In this experiment, we manually created a test data set
including some well-known natural disasters like“東日本大
震災” (en: Great East Japan Earthquake) as well as some
one-day events retrieved from the Wikipedia page “日本の
事故一覧” (en: List of Accidents in Japan) which are not
used for relational phrase extraction. We use our system to
extract the time information of these event names in the
test data set, and collect the statistics into Table 4. Here
perfect means our estimated time frame contains only one
day which is exactly the same as the actual event date.
Hit means that the actual event date falls in our extracted
time frame. Miss means the actual date falls out of our
estimated time frame and not found means the event name
is not found in the archive and thus we cannot give any
estimations. From the results, we find that as long as the
event itself is reported by some news articles, the accuracy
for the extraction can reach a very high level. Also, our
system never gives a wrong estimation. To give a clearer
view of the effect of our model, we have shown our es-
timated time frame for some representative random events
in Table 6, and for one specific event “JR福知山線脱線
事故” (en: JR Fukuchiyama Line Derailment), we also list
all intermediate results, i.e., the candidate event times we
extracted into Table 5. From the table, we can see that the
high-performance temporal expression recognition model
and our TRE/ERT model contribute most to the results, for
that most candidate event times extracted with these two
methods perfectly matches the actual event time. Moreover,
all incorrect candidate event times, are successfully ruled out
during our clustering narrowing step, showing that different
components of our integrated system together contribute into
a stable and high-performance system when working with
one-day events.

TABLE 4. STATISTICS FOR ONE-DAY EVENTS

Perfect Hit Miss Not Found
57% 21% 0% 22%

4.2. The Experiment On Multiple-day Events

In this experiment, due to the absence of clean and
reliable data sources recording the exact time period of
multiple-day natural disasters and accidents in Japan, we
build our test data set test manually from some multiple-day
natural disasters which have a great social impact like “西日
本豪雨” (en: West Japan Floods). We test our system with

these events, and list our outputs for 3 representative events
in Table 7 and 8. Here in the tables, bold fonts stand for
perfect and hit estimations. From the tables, we can see that
our TRE/ERT model is functioning in retrieving candidate
event times. However, it failed to retrieve sufficient expres-
sions in order to give an accurate estimation. In other words,
our candidate event time extraction has a high precision
but a relatively low recall. We infer that it is because the
number of multiple-day accidents and natural disasters is
far smaller than one-day accidents and natural disasters, and
thus we may fail to extract some featured relational phrases
for these events. In other words, our system overall works
well for extracting the time information of all accidents
and natural disasters in Japan, but for a minority of these
events, i.e, multiple-day accidents and natural disasters, as a
future work, our system still requires more reliable annotated
sources in order to improve the estimation performance.

TABLE 5. CANDIDATE EVENT TIMES FOR EVENT “JR福知山線脱線事
故”

Temporal Expression Number of Hits
25/4/2005 4

4/2005 7
2005 9

5/5/2005 1

5. Conclusion

We propose an integrated system for extracting event
time of accidents and natural disasters in Japan from
Japanese news archives. By entering the name of an event,
our system can search the news archive and estimate the
time frame for one-day events or the time frames for the
beginning and the end date of multiple-day events. Experi-
ments have shown that our current system works well with
one-day events ans has a preliminary effect working with
multiple-day events.

As our future work, we plan to collect more reliable
annotated sources for multiple-day accidents and disasters
in order to get a better result for multiple-day events. Also,
we plan to improve the flexibility of the method by adding
an event name recognition model to our system so that
we do not need to manually input event names. We also
consider improving the TRE/ERT model itself so that it may
be migrated to the extraction of other information of an event
from the text.
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